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This is an engaging, extremely entertaining version of the Men's Rules. This provides several simple, effective methods to ensure the success of men with the women of their dreams. Armed with layguide wisdom, men will no longer be punished by rejection and will have poise, power and skills to attract any woman. Stop and reflect for a short time. What do
you aspire to in life – to be famous, only to be forgotten when the next big thing comes together?; Have more money than your neighbor?; To get a promotion and a slightly larger office - Why?; Win the love and respect of a beautiful woman; have great sex whenever you want, with a woman of your dreams; and what if you could spend a fight and go straight
to the prize? As evidenced by the coming Game, this is a guide that guarantees success. No matter what your purpose, and no matter what your experience, Layguide will take you to your dream place, even if you've never spoken to a woman or had a date your whole life. Do you want to have sex with an increasingly beautiful woman every night of the
week? This book will show you how. show you how to do it as well. For more than a decade, Tony Clink has been reading books, chatting with friends and strangers, searching the internet looking for the best and most interesting ideas on how to pick up women. He tested and tested them all, finding out which of them were duds and which ones really
worked, and traded his personal secrets with like-minded players around the world. And, of course, he has had many and many amazing interactions with women, from a delicious one night (or one hour) to standing in his current two-year relationship with the most amazing woman in the world. Unlike other grooming guides, Layguide has strictly no
experience required. Even if you've never talked to a woman in your life, Clink shows you step by step on how to become a confident, successful layman you've always wanted to be. And if you are an experienced educer, it will take you to the height of success you never thought possible. For every 3 you answered, you will get one point. If you scored three
points, you just might be a PUA (pick up artist.) If you scored less than three points, you are in the AFC (average disappointed chump.) If you think it's crazy, consider this: this dynamic has been confirmed hundreds of times by hundreds of men. With his wildly successful website, layguide.com, Tony Clink taught men across the country how to seduce a
woman without fail. Now every guy can have access to his unerringly savvy layguide. After reading this book, no man will ever waste money on dates that go nowhere, he will never give away his phone number again without scareing the call, and he will no longer be punished by rejection. And if he ever goes home alone again, it will be a choice, not a
circumstance. Layguide is full of solid gold, outdoor tested about how to start, initiate a conversation, read body language, methods, openers, sex talk, request a date, and close the deal. Even those who thought they were doomed to lonely pleasures in life are guaranteed the life of attractive, sexy women after these foolish advice. Guaranteed to finish all
lonely nights, Layguide is the ultimate lifesaver for every guy who is tired of watching someone get a girl. Cargando Opiniones principales Más recientes Opiniones principales Traducir todas las opiniones al Español Showing 1-34 Start my review Layguide: The Rules of The Game Mar 28, 2019 Fernando Suarezserna rated it was ok This was one of the
worst books I've read. I finished just because I was so too stubborn. Don't lose your time here, there are books that are way more valuable to the genre. The best I've read so far is the models, Mark Manson.Two stars, not one, because some of the messages the author copied pasted into this guide were not as horrible as 90% of the book. Jul 03, 2012 Felix
rated it disliked halfway worth; nothing really that innovative. Often re-hashes more innovative material found in the much more robust Mystery Method. They're just not as focused, fused, or cohesive as that work. Its enough to read once, jot down a few comments; and then toss. Sally rated it disliked December 31, 2017 Ifeoluwa rated it was amazing on May
31, 2019 Adam Faux rated it really liked August 09, 2017 Barry rated it was ok Nov 10, 2014 Jason Phillips rated it disliked on May 26, 2014 Shawn Milazzo rated it was amazing November 07, 2013 Darragh rated it was ok Apr 27 , 2014 Ay Ub rated it really liked December 13 2018 Lisa Marx rated it really like Mar 21, 2017 Toni noted it as read November
09, 2014 Mike tagged as read Jul 25, 2015 Mike Guy marked as reading December 14, 2015 Ivan marked as read Jun 22, 2016 Cheryl marked as read Aug, 2016 Pradheep noted it as read on Mar 21, 2017 Conor noted it as read on Jul 24 2017 Charlie noted it as read on Jul 30, 2017 Tom Rooney noted it as reading December 18, 2017 It's an attractive,
very entertaining version of the men's rules. This provides several simple, effective methods to ensure the success of men with the women of their dreams. Armed with layguide wisdom, men will no longer be punished by rejection and will have poise, power and skills to attract any woman. Stop and reflect for a short time. What do you want in life? Be
famous, only to be forgotten when the next big thing comes along? Have more money than a neighbor? To get a promotion and a slightly larger office? Why? Win the love and respect of a beautiful woman. Have great sex whenever you want, with a woman of your dreams. do so if you could skip the fight and go straight to the Soon to be published the game
testifies, this is a guide that guarantees success. No matter what your purpose, and no matter what your experience, Layguide will take you to your dream place, even if you've never spoken to a woman or had a date your whole life. Do you want to have sex with an increasingly beautiful woman every night of the week? This book will show you how. Do you
want to play the field to look for that one special woman? This book will show you how to do it as well. For more than a decade, Tony Clink has been reading books, chatting with friends and strangers, searching the internet looking for the best and most interesting ideas on how to pick up women. He tested and tested them all, finding out which of them were
duds and which ones really worked, and traded his personal secrets with like-minded players around the world. And, of course, he has had many and many amazing interactions with women, from a delicious one night (or one hour) to standing in his current two-year relationship with the most amazing woman in the world. Unlike other grooming guides,
Layguide has strictly no experience required. Even if you've never talked to a woman in your life, Clink shows you step by step on how to become a confident, successful layman you've always wanted to be. And if you are an experienced educer, it will take you to the height of success you never thought possible. Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers ISBN:
9780007234684 Number of pages: 256 Weight: 190 g Dimensions: 198 x 129 x 16 mm
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